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Abstract
The new coronavirus, formed a clade within the subgenus Orthocoronavirinae, sarbecovirus subfamily. The first time 
these cases were published they were classified as “pneumonia of unknown etiology.” The Chinese Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) and local CDCs organized an intensive outbreak investigation program. The etiology of 
this illness is now attributed to a novel virus belonging to the coronavirus (CoV) family, Covid-19. The pandemic caused by 
a novel virus strain Covid-19, approaches 7,734,000 cases with 429,000 fatalities in 215 countries worldwide. Moreover, 
a solid second wave in some countries, in cases exceeding the first, ensures that from the clinical range details of the 
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disease, new diagnostics, prevention and treatment strategies remain in the process of development. Unfortunately, for 
future epidemics insufficient research leading up to purported species-species viral transmission (VT) is disastrous. What 
we know is VT are more frequently episodic, yet always assume a systemic closed biology. However, this may be a faulty 
discipline assumption since the increasing episodic nature of viral transmission bears scrutiny on potential physiographic-
climactic links. These in turn are open to geological-geogenic connections with regards to terrain biology and ecology. 
The entire biological cycle of the virus and host, together with the evolution of the epidemic, (most specifically identifying 
when the epidemic will reach its peak), is unknown, as are repositories of the next epidemic strains, or to such links. The 
entire environmental etiology of the CoV family is unsettled. Terrain-controlled genomic studies in soil geo-microbiology 
plus invertebrate Medical Geology for higher species-species transmissions studies are recommended. This may extend 
the viral genomic phylogenetic trees beyond the species-species barriers and provide diversity of potential future impacts. 
Geologists have not yet considered the possibility of this virus spreading by air, water, and earth. The discipline of Medical 
Geology can translate this enigmatic situation using its potential to understand the planet and human-animal (health) 
relationships. One aim of this type of study is to better understand potential ‘dormant genomic’ repositories of outbreaks, 
susceptible to such triggers and potential spread of those repositories, together with potential geogenic terrain factors like 
closed space and triggers. The question then: are future epidemic risks amenable to forecast from identifiable triggers? Of 
immediate concern, integrated research on closed spaces favorable or not to virus transmission subject to certification. 
We are opening diversity research in viral Medical Geology studies, as a new discipline. Currently, there appears to be an 
urgent need for society to be educated on how to exist in a world with the Covid-19 virus whilst simultaneously preventing 
the spread of the pandemic. However, it is obviously not enough to impose physical distancing among people, isolation of 
patients, coughing “vampire” style into your elbow or continuing the usage of hand disinfectants and hand washing. The 
goal of this most recent work is to present the values of VT (ie: viral transmission) as a reference for individuals (VTi) as 
well as for closed spaces where people will be present (VTcs). We have presented a unique mathematical model, which 
is unprecedented. It analyzes four key parameters in the propagation of Covid-19. The VTi in selected enclosed spaces 
(VTcs) was calculated according to the mathematical algorithm proposed by Prof. Dr. Luis CRUZ RODRIGUEZ. The 
Covid-19 pandemic led to not only the public health crisis but also combined with a global recession in the world. Here 
we have proposed a Certificate of prolonged safety in enclosed areas such as in buildings or with modes of transportation: 
Control of the viral transmission of Covid-19. Our aim of this is to better understand potential dormant repositories 
of outbreaks and potential spread of those repositories, together with potential geological-geogenic terrain factors in 
closed space and their triggers. Integrated research on closed spaces favorable or not to virus transmission subject to 
certification along with opening diversity research in viral Medical Geology studies, as a new discipline is anticipated.

Keywords: Covid-19, Viral Transmission (VT), Certificate, Medical Geology¸ Closed Space

Introduction

The new coronavirus, formed a clade within the subgenus 
Orthocoronavirinae, sarbecovirus subfamily. The first time 
these cases were published they were classified as "pneumonia 
of unknown etiology." The Chinese Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) and local CDCs organized an intensive 
outbreak investigation program. The etiology of this illness is 
now attributed to a novel virus belonging to the coronavirus 
(CoV) family, namely Covid-19. The genus Betacoronavirus 
SARS-CoV-2 is a spherical particle, ranging from 30 nm to 
100 nm in diameter and seventh member of the Coronaviridae 
family (229E, OC43, NL63, HKU1, SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV with a genomic similarity of 79.6%) [1-4].

January 10, 2020, the first 2019-nCov genome was sequenced, 
followed by five subsequent viral genome sequences [5]. 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), viral 
diseases continue to emerge episodically and represent 
a serious issue to public health. In the last twenty years, 
several viral epidemics such as the severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV from 2002 to 2003, 
and H1N1 influenza in 2009), are just two examples which 
have been recorded. In December 2019, a cluster of patients 
with pneumonia of unknown cause was linked to a seafood 
wholesale market in Wuhan, China. A previously unknown 

betacoronavirus was identified through the use of unbiased 
sequencing in samples from patients with pneumonia [6].

The pandemic caused by the novel virus strain Covid-19, has 
led to over 7,734,000 cases with 429,000 fatalities in 215 
countries worldwide. The clinical range of the disease, new 
diagnostics, prevention and treatment strategies are in the 
process of development. 

Unfortunately, insufficient research leading up to purported 
species-to-species viral transmission (VT) is causing dismay 
to those interested in the disease. We know that VT are more 
frequently episodic, yet always assume a systemic closed 
biology. This may be a faulty discipline assumption since the 
increasing episodic nature of viral transmission bears scrutiny 
on potential physiographic-climactic links. These in turn are 
open to geogenic-geological connections with terrain biology 
and ecology.

The entire biological cycle of the virus and host along with 
the evolution of the epidemic, (most especially identifying 
when the epidemic will reach its peak) is unknown. Terrain-
controlled genomic studies in soil geo-microbiology along 
with invertebrate Medical Geology to higher species-species 
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transmissions studies are recommended. This may extend the 
viral genomic phylogenetic trees beyond the species-species 
barriers and provide diversity of potential future impacts. 
Geologists have not considered the possibility of the disease 
spreading by air, water, and earth. The discipline of Medical 
Geology can translate this enigmatic situation using its potential 
to understand the planet and human (health) relationships [7-
9].

One aim of this proposed study is to better understand potential 
dormant repositories of outbreaks and the potential spread of 
those repositories, together with potential geogenic terrain 
factors like closed spaces and triggers. Integrated research to 
certificate the closed space may be favorable or not, regarding 
virus transmission. We are opening diversity research in viral 
Medical Geology studies, as a new discipline [10-12]. 

Covid-19 is an infectious disease whose course of propagation 
makes it difficult to estimate. Epidemiologist Adam Kucharski 
has explained the factors which play an important role 
in the transmission of the disease through mathematical 
models utilizing human Coronavirus as the source of Viral 
Transmission (VT), and identified in his research four 
parameters of contagion of this illness. His work concludes that 
the propagation period for the sickness requires less time than 
what’s needed for the development of an efficacious vaccine 
against Covid-19 [12-15]. 

Kucharski has experience conducting research for a variety 
of diseases including Ebola, SARS and influenza, and now 
Covid-19. In his book The Rules of Contagion: Why Things 
Spread - and Why They Stop, he touches upon the rules of 
contagion: the “how” and the “why” of viruses’ spread along 
their eventual cessation. Researchers [16]. 

Jinming Cao and co have developed a mathematical algorithm 
to understand the coexistence of Covid-19 corresponding with 
routine activities in society [17]. 

At present, it is apparent that society will need ongoing education 
to coexist with the Covid-19 virus while simultaneously 
learning how to prevent the spread of this pandemic. Sadly, 
it seems these measures are not enough anymore:  imposing 
physical distancing, isolation of patients, coughing “vampire” 
style into your elbow or the utilization of hand disinfectant or 
good hand-washing hygiene. 

The goal of this present work is to present values of VT (viral 
transmission) as a reference for individuals (VTi) as well as for 
closed spaces where people will be present (VTcs). We have 
presented a unique mathematical model, unprecedented to 
date, which analyzes four key parameters in the propagation of 
Covid-19. We have named these parameters: A, B, C and D, by 
which: A: coefficient of viral acquisition, B: viral latency, C: 
coefficient of viral emission, D: constant of viral reproduction. 
These parameters are thus named A, B, C and D, whereby: 
Parameters:  A, B and C are associated with physiological 
parameters intrinsic to the individual such as: age, sex, height, 

body weight, glycemic levels, cholesterol levels, hemoglobin 
levels and glycated hemoglobin levels. Parameter D stands for 
the constant of Covid-19 viral reproduction. 

The Robert Koch German Institute of Virology assumes that 
the basic rate of reproduction (D) of SARS-CoV-2 is between 
2.4 and 3.3, for the purpose of our working model, we have set 
its value at D=3.3, which is from the higher end (it’s the highest 
possible value); it was selected so as not to underestimate real 
values in the population study of VTi. 

The VTi in selected enclosed spaces (VTcs) was calculated 
according to the mathematical algorithm proposed by Prof. 
Luis CRUZ RODRIGUEZ. 

Here we have proposed a Certificate (Annexes) of prolonged 
safety within enclosed areas such as buildings and modes of 
transportation: Control of the viral transmission of Covid-19 
[17].

Methods and Materials

To develop the objectives set forth, we propose the following 
working hypotheses: 
If parameters: A, B and C fall within the normal physiological 
range Then, viral transmission will fall its lowest value, 
corresponding to the viral reproduction rate: VTi =D.

If parameters: A, B and C fall outside the normal physiological 
range Then, viral transmission will reach the highest end of the 
value of the constant reproduction rate: VTi >D.

a) Individual Viral Transmission: VTi

The equation is defined by the following mathematical 
algorithm developed by Prof. Luis CRUZ RODRIGUEZ in 
collaboration with his colleague Lenier Sánchez Batista.

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (V− 9841 )2

8 (108 )
]
− 100000 ]

VTi Unit: San (The unit of measurement San has been assigned 
by Prof. Luis CRUZ RODRIGUEZ in acknowledgment of the 
collaboration by Lenier Sánchez Batista in the development of 
this algorithm.

b) Data Vector: V

V, is composed by the vectorial arrangement of parameters A, 
B, C. These parameters (Table 1) have been grouped in the 
vector V = [ B C A]
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Parameters Age Hemoglobin (Hb) Sex Glycated Hb Cholesterol Glycemia Body Weight Height
A * * *
B * * * *
C * * * *

Table 1: A= (age, Hb, sex); B= (cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/glycated Hb); C= (glycemia, body weight, height)
 Where:
  V=  [                            B                                          C                                              A                 ]
 V = [(cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/glycated Hb) (glycemia, body weight, height) (age, Hb, sex)]

The relationship among individuals respecting the coefficient 
of individual viral transmission of Covid-19 is shown in Figure 
1 below. 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Individual Viral 
Transmission (VTi) of Covid-19.

In creating the mathematical algorithm VTi, CRUZ 
RODRIGUEZ L. and SANCHEZ BATISTA L. utilized the 
inverse Gaussian distribution or inverted Gaussian bell curve 
adjusted to the objectives of this present work. 

The graph (Figure 2) facilitates an interpretation of a 
physiological qualitative research of parameters A, B, C related 
to the viral transmission of Covid-19.
The equation is defined by the following mathematical 
function:

f ( x )= αe
( x− b )2

2C 2
− d

where α, b, c and d, are constants in the domain of real numbers, 
(c > –1).
 α=D*100001 
 b=9841
 c=4*104
 d=D*100000
 x, Domine (V)

The subtraction between parameters α and d (α-d) is the 
“vortex” the lowest value VTi (value is D) in the inverted bell-
shaped graph. Constant b is the center of the inverted bell in 
the x axis (V=9841) (Figure 2); while c (4*104) is the standard 
deviation that modulates the width of the bell.

Figure 2: Represents the graph of the distribution of the Viral Transmission of Covid-19 from the Data Vector.
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c) Closed Space Viral Transmission (VTcs)

Calculation of VTcs at random distances between individuals 
(fetuses, living individuals, deceased individuals) in a given 
enclosed space at a given temperature.

VT cs=
T ΔVT i

Vol

VTcs unit: (°C/ m3) San: Bat

VTcs Unit: Bat (The unit of measurement Bat has been assigned 
by Luis CRUZ RODRIGUEZ in acknowledgement of the 
collaboration of Lenier Sánchez Batista in the development of 
this algorithm.
Where:
VTcs :  Closed Space Viral Transmission
T : Corporal Temperature (Higher VTi) - Room Temperature 
[°C]
ΔVTi = (Higher VTi ) - (Lower VTi ) 
Vol : Closed Space Volume [m3]

In Figure 3 (below) the dependency of the viral transmission 
on the number of people in a given volume is shown in a 
schematic way.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of Individual Viral 
Transmission (VTi) of Covid-19 in Closed Spaces (VTcs)

The enclosed spaces can be:
d) Modes of transportation:
  Autos
  Buses
  Trains
  Underground Metro*
  Airplanes
  Ships
e) Buildings:
  Houses
  Hotels
  Restaurants
  Hospitals
  Schools

  Laboratories
  Halls (Cinemas, theaters, churches, 
mosques…)
  Factories/abattoirs
  Mines

Calculation of VTi and VTcs:

Codification of Parameters 
The codification of the vector V (B C A) was made possible by 
the ternary code (0; 1; 2)
Where we defined that:
f) 0: corresponds to the lowest value of the normal 
physiological range
g) 1: normal physiological range
h) 2: highest physiological range

*The variable age will only be codified in the ternary code (0; 1; 2), 
corresponding to: (fetal individuals; living individuals; deceased 
individuals)  
*The variable sex will only be codified in a simplified code (1; 2), 
corresponding to: (normal sex; hermaphrodite sex)   

Results and Discussion

Analysis of extreme physiological situations in each individual 
in the codification of Viral Data (V) is as follows:
V=  [          B                              C                                    A               ]
V = [ (cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/glycated Hb)  (glycemia, 
body weight, height)  (age, Hb, sex) ]

1. If the physiological values of: cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/
glycated Hb, glycemia, body weight, height, age, Hb, and 
sex are below the normal physiological range

Then,
 V = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1]
The ternary notation becomes decimal,
 where:
 V = 1  
Substituting for the decimal value

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (1− 9841 )2

8 (10 8)
]
− 100000 ]

VT i= 1.2867 (104) D

2. If the physiological values of: cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/ 
     glycated Hb, glycemia, body weight, height, age, Hb, and     
     sex fall within the normal physiological range
Then,
 V = [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]
changing from ternary to decimal notation,
where:
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 V = 9 841  
Substituting for the decimal value:

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (V− 9841 )2

8 (108 )
]
− 100000 ]

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (9841− 9841 )2

8 (10 8)
]
− 100000 ]

      
VT i= 1D

3. If the physiological values of: cholesterol, glycemia, Hb/ 
    glycated Hb, glycemia, body weight, height, age, Hb, and     
    sex fall above the normal physiological range
Then, 
 V = [ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2]
the ternary notation becoming decimal:
 V = 19 682 
Substituting for the decimal value:

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (V− 9841 )2

8 (108 )
]
− 100000 ]

VT i= D [100001 e
[ (19682− 9841 )2

8 (10 8)
]
− 100000 ]

VT i= 1.2870 (104) D
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Conclusions

Utilizing VTi standards, whether free or restricted movement 
of people in open spaces, can be predicted.

Fetuses present a coefficient of viral transmission of Covid-19 
lower than that of living beings.

Deceased individuals present a coefficient of viral transmission 
of Covid-19 higher than that of living individuals and fetuses.
Utilizing VTcs standards the prolonged safety of individuals 
in a given enclosed space such as buildings and modes of 
transportation can be predicted.

Insufficient research leading up to purported species-species 
(VT) is highly alarming to model and help predict if possible 
future pandemics. We know viral epidemics are becoming more 
frequently episodic, yet we always have assumed a systemic 
closed biology. This may be a faulty discipline assumption 
since the increasing episodic nature of viral transmission bears 
scrutiny on potential physiographic-climactic links. These in 
turn are open to geogenic-geological connections with terrain 
biology and ecology [15]. 

Pangolins have now been removed from the alternative medical 
list in China. However the entire environmental etiology of the 
CoV family is unsettled as is their spread and repositories.

The whole biological cycle of the virus and host and the 
evolution of the epidemic, especially when the epidemic 
will reach its peak is unknown. A more nuanced genomic 
diversity related to environmental ecology would help. 
Terrain-controlled genomic studies in soil geo-microbiology 
and invertebrate Medical Geology to higher species-species 
transmissions studies are recommended. 

This may extend the viral genomic phylogenic trees beyond 
the species-species barriers and diversity of potential future 
impacts. The discipline of Medical Geology can translate this 
enigmatic situation using its potential to understand the planet 
and human-animal health relationships. 
One aim of this is to better understand potential dormant 
repositories of outbreaks and potential spread of those 
repositories, together with potential geological-geogenic terrain 
factors in closed space and their triggers. Integrated research 
on closed spaces favorable or not to virus transmission subject 
to certification along with opening diversity research in viral 
Medical Geology studies, as a new discipline is anticipated.

Economic Perspectives

Being able to issue certificates to validate the prolonged safety 
of individuals in given enclosed spaces will allow for a better 
control of the viral transmission of Covid-19.

Validation of safe work in given working mines where there is 
minimal temperature control raises another issue of ventilation 
control: It is known that gaseous minerals can potentiate the 
propagation of aerosols, and therefore, a control of the mining 
process could be favorable in reducing the viral transmission 
of Covid-19. For instance, temperature and humidity relates to 
ventilation in the mine environment. Moreover, the third mode 
of Covid-19 infection, that is aerosols which do not settle out 
viral laden droplets to ground are persistent and essentially 
permanently airborne in closed space. 

Aerosol gases may be colloidal or complexes combined with 
humidity and temperature that can be problematic. Similar 
issues may exist in abattoirs for example. In the Australia and 
Canadian mining environment, isolation and fly-in-fly-out 
mining which is normal in remote locations, have seriously 
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disrupted activities from Covid-19. Should outbreaks occur 
in the mine environment closures have immediate economic 
implications to the national balance of payments. Australia, 
South Africa, Canada for example are heavily dependent on 
mining. Australia finds itself in recession for the first time in 
30 years, though perhaps because of mining one of the best 
performers in the OECD, despite Covid-19. This is now at risk 
should the country which had seen only some 100 Covid-19 
deaths have a more serious second wave outbreak. If this 
occurs the consequences for the country will be catastrophic, 
likewise for similar economies. 

In the wake of pandemics recession is the norm, and better 
managing this impact is critical. Certified factors modelling 
may therefore have important consequences with positive 
social and economic impacts.

In economies so heavily reliant to mining: Australia, Canada, 
Africa, China, Russia, Iran, South and North American 
countries, these are critical activates to help keep their 
economies afloat. In such cases and others of daily lives amidst 
closed spaces, certification will likely therefore yield positive 
outcomes towards national economics. 

The same applies to beneficiation and factories including 
agricultural facilities such as abettors. This transcribes to a 
better life for societies since viral epidemics and their frequency 
will most certainly be more regular in future. Moreover, the 
current epidemic persists, evidenced by serious second waves 
with the global infection rate climbing, indeed unabated.

With ever more persistent episodic viral pandemics coming and 
our current Covid-19 pandemic, what is at stake for the world 
economy here is its basic pyramidal legs; its raw materials, 
without which the anthropocene grinds to a halt. 
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